The ISE Newsletter provides up-to-date information on conferences, funding opportunities, and pressing sustainability and resilience challenges.

The African Development Bank Capacity for the Water Sector meeting will study how new needs by water professionals and institutions. The meeting will also study how new researchers, students, practitioners and policymakers are expected to attend the 2020 CIES Annual Meeting of the Comparative and International Education Society.

The Center for Climate and Security is offering a 10-week paid professional training experience with a deadline of February 28, 2020.

The Division of Environmental Biology is offering a call for proposals with a deadline of March 18, 2020.

The Environmental Engineering Program is offering a call for proposals with a deadline of February 14, 2020, final paper by April 17, 2020.

Funding Opportunities includes the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, $1,159,830; FWD.us Education Fund, Inc., $46,951; NASA - Goddard Space Flight Center, $46,199; WSA Coronal and Solar Wind Modeling Research and Analysis Program, $449,400; and TrueRemove, $1,340,860.

Fellows are elected each year by their peers serving on the Council of AAAS, the organization's member-run governing body. The complete list of 2019 Fellows was published in AAAS.

Climate Change Panel will create a forum for the exchange of information and ideas among scientists, policymakers, and the public. Climate change is a pressing issue that affects us all.

The first systematic broad-band X-ray study of extreme events in the universe is being conducted by the Center for Climate and Security. The study will be published in the November 29 issue of the journal "Science." The study's lead author is Amira Roess, College of Health and Human Services.

Global Sustainability Scholars Program is offering a call for proposals with a deadline of February 28, 2020.

The MetroLab Network was launched as part of the White House Smart Cities Initiative in 2015. The network consists of 26 metropolitan areas, 100 counties, and 35 universities (including George Mason University) focused on civic innovation.

The Nov. 29 issue of the journal "Science" will include an article on "US Immigration Policy and Demographic Scenarios" by Sheherazade Jafari, School of Conflict Analysis and Resolution. The article will be published in "Science." The lead author is Shobita Satyapal, College of Science.

The CBPC Academic Paper Competition has a deadline of May 27-29, 2020.

The WSA Coronal and Solar Wind Modeling Research and Analysis Program has a deadline of June 1, 2020.
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